Aerial view of the Easter Hat Parade and our beautiful school.
Dear Parents

We have finally made it to the end of term. What a term it has been. There has been a huge amount of activity and this week was no different at Vaucluse PS. On Wednesday our Hebrew students participated in Passover workshops with Mora Miriam. The whole school was covered in glitter and glue as everyone made Easter hats with their buddies. If you were lucky enough to be here this morning to witness the joy of our Easter Hat Parade you would have seen how successful the Buddy Program is. To further reinforce these friendships the Buddies all walked together to Parsley Bay for the Bilby Picnic. Thank you to all those parents who supported the Red Cross Appeal for Vanautu. We will be sending a cheque off at the beginning of Term 2.

In Term 2 the early finishing time for Kindergarten ceases. All Kindergarten students will finish at 3.20 pm like the rest of the school. This will present parking issues so please be mindful to park safely. We would also remind parents to leave the playground as soon as possible after school finishes. The playground, playground equipment, classrooms and bathrooms are out of bounds. DEC requires all these areas to be supervised by DEC staff if children are using equipment. Staff have other duties after school and are not available for playground duty. We would very much appreciate your support by moving quickly out of the school. The playground equipment in the K-2 Playground is not available for after school use as it must have a teacher supervising even if parents are there. These DEC requirements are mandatory for us as it affects Duty of Care requirements.

On Sunday morning I will be taking a truck load of Easter eggs to distribute to the Bread of Life Program. I know from past experience the homeless people of Surry Hills will be thrilled with our students’ egg donations. I also know what is particularly moving for these people is that the students of our school have thought and cared for them. Thank you for your kindness and generosity.

On behalf of all the staff at Vaucluse Public School we wish you a wonderful time with those you love most this Passover and Easter. Enjoy the break and we will look forward to seeing you on Tuesday 21 April 2015. Please remember Monday 20 April is a student free day and all the staff at Vaucluse PS will be attending our Learning Community’s History Conference.

Maureen Hallahan
Class 2H—are getting prepared for the Easter Hat Parade.
Passover

is an 8 day holiday, starting Friday night 3rd April. The Jewish people were slaves in Egypt to a horrible Pharoah, they worked hard and were treated terribly. Justice prevailed and eventually the Jewish people were given their freedom when they came out of Egypt. This time is remembered with a special meal on Friday and Saturday night and special foods which remind us of the bitter times, but also of our freedom. We sing, eat and pray. We eat a special food called matzah which is a flat bread and we eat special food for the whole 8 days of Passover. It is a special time to spend with family. Wishing everyone a happy and kosher Pesach. Morah Miriam
Lucy, Claudia, Isabella, Genevieve and Olivia all took part in the Sydney Schools Drama Camp this week. The camp is a three day drama workshop run by the Department of Education at the Seymour Centre. Over 20 schools Sydney wide participated in workshops such as puppetry, mask, improvisation, clowning, stage combat & theatresports. Our VPS representatives had a wonderful time and did our school proud.
5B sharing the stories they had written for K H.
Mr Styles and Mrs Weiss

Miss Butt with the students at the Easter Hat Parade.
6T reading digital stories they wrote for their buddies in KA.
Dear Parents,

As this term has drawn to an end, I would like to let you know what we have learned at music lessons this term. I believe music learning should occur in a fun environment and be a fun experience, therefore, we have been playing many music games and doing lots of fun music activities this term.

Early Stage:
Our goal for Early Stage this term is to let students experience, recognize, respond and organise sounds in a fun way.
Students in kindergarten listened to different sounds from the environment (animal sounds, environmental sounds etc) and we tried to imitate the sounds to raise the awareness of sounds around us. We also clapped, moved and used percussion instruments to respond to music beats and tempo.

Stage 1:
After Term 1, Year 1 and Year 2 students should be able to recognize, respond, and organise sounds. We chanted rhymes and played percussion instruments rhythmically. We have learned about basic musical concepts like pitch, tempo and dynamics. We also listened to and imitated different sounds, then created and performed our own musical creations.

Stage 2:
Year 3 and Year 4 students have learned how to structure and create their own simple composition, as well as playing instruments. During Term One, we have learned musical concepts, music sight-reading and music symbols in order to create our own music. We learned about improvisation and then improvised our very own songs on instruments.

Stage 3:
In Term One, Year 5 and 6 students have learned a lot. We started out by having a discussion about different music styles, comparing 'My Island Home' by Warumpi band to 'My Island Home' by Christine Anu, this led on to our next theme on how to appreciate music by paying attention to the lyrics, background sounds, cultural context of songs, use of instruments, tone color and beats. From there, we created our own rhythm patterns and learned about music sight-reading. We improvised music using different instruments and we composed our own music using stave papers.

Senior School Choir
Besides classroom music learning, we also started Senior School Choir regularly at Lunchtime on Wednesdays. Students are divided into Soprano, medium voices
Join Miss Lin every Friday morning to learn guitar!

**When:** Friday 8.45am, starting from Term 2. Week 3

**Whom:** Year 1 to Year 6 Guitar Beginners

**To bring:** You must bring your own guitar, doesn’t matter if it is acoustic guitar or classical guitar.

**Fee:** $25 material fee (you will have your own book)

**Lesson Length:** 30 minutes

**Tips to buy your own guitar:**
- Please do go to the instrument shop to try out the guitar, you will have to ask the staffs for help to choose the right size guitar.
- You do not need to buy an expensive guitar at the moment because the children will grow and you will need to change the guitar (size) in a couple of years.
- I personally recommend a classical guitar priced between $100-$200.
- Please do not buy it from online shops unless you can guarantee the quality.
VOOSC NEWS
Vacation care bookings are now closed. Due to staff ratios, and in line with our centre policy, we cannot accept any further bookings past our cut off dates. We are looking forward to having lots of fun with all of the VOOSC kids during the holiday program!

As advised by Lee over the past few weeks, all families must have now confirmed their positions for next term and finalised all owing fees. Those who haven’t done so will be at risk of being placed on the waiting list until a position becomes available. Positions do not roll over automatically each term.

Wishing our families a very happy Easter break and safe travels!

VOOSC STARS
Tiella, KA
Thank you for always using beautiful manners and being wonderful helping with the cleaning up each day you’re in. Congratulations Tiella, you’re a true VOOSC Star!

Astrid, 2F
Well done Astrid for making it to our VOOSC Wall of Fame! Thank you for always offering your help whenever anyone needs it, and for being an always smiling, happy face at VOOSC!

Marcus, 3S
Marcus, thank you for being responsible, a great leader to the younger children, and for always having exceptional manners. Good job Marcus, a well deserved star on our Wall of Fame!

Lily W, 2F
Lily, you are simply lovely in every way! Thank you for always being a caring, gentle and happy friend to everyone at VOOSC! Well done, your VOOSC star shines very brightly!

Kindest,
VOOSC TEAM

When do we change to winter uniform?
We officially change to winter uniform in term 2.
If the days are still warm or you haven’t had time to buy a new winter uniform don’t panic, there is a changeover period:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First 2 weeks of term 2</th>
<th>Winter or summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From week 3 (Monday 4 May)</td>
<td>Winter only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special winter uniform opening hours
The clothing pool will be open from 9-10am on Monday 20 April (the day before term 2 starts) and on Tuesday 21 April from 8.45-9.30am.
We will then open as usual from 8.45-9.20am on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Term 2 is almost upon us!

The P&C have been very active in providing a very strong extra curricular program for the children – Dance, Karate & Netball, both before and after school run by extremely professional people. We are so lucky to have this in house!! We are also working on Soccer for Term 2 - watch this space!

All activities will begin week 2 of Term 2 Monday 27th April for 9 week Term for at $20 per session for all activities $180 total per activity ($160 for Monday activities accounting for public holiday 8th June).

Please note some background and key booking information (note some time and format changes from last term)

Also importantly if your child attends VOOSC and you want them to participate in any of these activities you will need to discuss with Lee White so she is aware and there will be a sign in / sign out system set up between Lee and the external person running the activity for these students.

Best Regards

Samantha Lambert

DANCE

Run By Dale Pope and her exceptional Dance Team from REDed Dance


**Tuesday 8.15am School Hall - Kindy - Year2 - Hip Hop Boys Crew**

This dance program is specifically designed for boys to engage them in experiencing new ways of moving both taught and self explored. As a Hip Hop Crew the boys will learn fundamental tools such as relationship of their bodies in space, co-ordination, musicality, discipline and social interaction along with street smart moves! They will also develop core strength and upper body strength as we explore some of the tricky but very cool ‘freezes’. REDed is thrilled to provide exceptional dance education through fun, laughter, exploration and high energy expression.

**Thursday 8.15am School Hall - Year 3-6 Mixed Hip Hop and Jazz**

A strong focus on jazz while exploring the tricks and challenges of street hip hop. Focusing on performance dances using formations, skills and creative elements to engage the dancers.

**Friday 8.15am School Hall - Year K-2 Girls Jazz**

A fun, quirky and high energy class - skills, drills, dances, games and special performance routines.
Capturing the energy of jazz through skill based work that develops throughout the class into dances full of colour, vibrancy and awesome fun.

**ALL** payments are to be made through Try Booking. I have attached the link for you this will guide you step by step for payment of your child’s class.


Please note that this is the ONLY form of payment we will be accepting going forward. Please do not pay with cash or cheques or to the P&C bank account.

Term 2 is an 9 week term so amount payable for dance classes is $180.

Xanthe Lenior is the contact for dance classes – Mobile is 0430 392 984 and email is xanthe_lenior@yahoo.com.au

**NOTE FOLLOWING**
Performances will be organised during the term (assembly items) or at key events (e.g.) Grandparents Day, Carols Night etc. BUT parents as not to stay for the classes – it is a drop and run system in order for the teachers to keep the children focused.

Dance Teachers will assist the children to get changed and go downstairs for morning class line up at 9.20am

Jazz shoes may be required – need to talk to teachers in first week re this in the meantime sports shoes and comfortable clothing to dance in

**KARATE / MARTIAL ARTS**
More information is on their website [www.trifudojo.com.au](http://www.trifudojo.com.au)

Run by Sensei Daniel Trifu of Trifu Dojo Martial Arts and his experienced team.

In brief students increase fitness, flexibility, strength, balance, stillness, self-control, confidence, co-ordination, posture, concentration and true spirit.

**Karate Details**
**Monday 8.15am School Hall - ALL AGES – 8 week term ($160)**

You can ONLY book through Try Booking. It is super easy I have attached the link for you. Note - this is the ONLY form of payment we will be accepting going forward. Please do not pay with cash or cheques or by direct deposit.


Please note that this is the ONLY form of payment we will be accepting going forward. Please do not pay with cash or cheques or to the P&C bank account.

Term 2 is an 8 week term so amount payable for dance classes is $160.

Samantha Lambert is the contact for karate classes – Mobile is (0429) 925644 and email is samantha.lambert14@me.com
Demonstrations will be organised during the term (assembly items) or at key events (e.g.) Grandparents Day etc. BUT parents as not to stay for the classes – it is a drop and run system in order for the teachers to keep the children focused.

Karate teachers will assist the children to get changed and go downstairs for morning class line up at 9.20am

You can purchase your karate uniform directly from Daniel (please see him in class) Last year was $35

NETBALL

More information is on website http://www.lovenetball.com.au

Run By Jacquee Saunders professional netball coach from "Love Netball" and one of our lovely VPS mums

Playing a team sport makes us feel good! We know our team is counting on us. Our daughters learn key social and physical skills that empower them far beyond the confines of the court.

We are also **REALLY** keen to not only practise but get a Vaucluse team together to play Saturday morning competition! We can do this through Love Netball. If you are keen for your child to play Saturday competition and for further details please contact Jacquee Saunders on (0419) 224 420 or jacqsanders@hotmail.com or go to website - www.lovenetball.com.au (Saturday morning Netball comp for 6-12 yr olds)

**Netball Details (on Netball Court)**

Kindy – Year 1 Monday 3.30pm-4.30pm – 8 week term ($160)

Year 2 - Year 3 Wednesday 8:00am - 9:00am 9 week term ($180)

Year 4 – Year 6 – Friday 8.00am-9.00am - 9 week term ($180)

You can ONLY book through Try Booking. It is super easy I have attached the link for you. Note - this is the ONLY form of payment we will be accepting going forward. Please do not pay with cash or cheques or by direct deposit.

Term 2 is an 9 week term so amount payable for Netball classes is $180.

The **ONLY** way to pay is via try booking

MINUTES
P&C Meeting
Tuesday 17th March, 2015 @ 7.00pm-9.30pm in School Library

P&C Executive Committee
Stephanie Atkinson – President
Cameron Curtis – Secretary
Sam Peters - Treasurer
Ali Satchell – Building
Sacha Irvine – Clothing Pool
Ian Manovel – Non portfolio
David Satchell – Non Portfolio
Vacant – SAKG
Sarah Still - Vice President & Education
Amanda Ramsay – Class Parent
Samantha Lambert – Extra Curricular
Mads Anderson - Fundraising
George Palmer - Environment
Michelle Galper - Non portfolio
Maureen Hallahan – School Principal

1. Presidents Report

- Introduction and welcome.
- Approximately 15 parents in attendance.
- Apologies: Mads Anderson, Ian Manovel and Sam Lambert
- P&C Pedestrian Safety campaign: Thank you to all those parents who have volunteered their time to ensure our kids are safe at drop off in mornings. Council will be installing ‘no stopping’ signage in coming weeks on corner of Cambridge Ave and Patterson St. Flashing lights will follow in October 2015.
- Working Bee: Thank you to George Palmer and Ian Manovel for leading the working bee. Approximately 20 parents attended. The focus was on SAKG and general tidy up.
- Class Parents: P&C hosted a morning tea to meet with the new class parents at the Tea Gardens.
- Clothing pool: Thanks to Sacha and Sally for their time to manage a busy start to the year. Stock-take to take place on Monday 23 March.
- Extra curricular: Great effort by Sam Lambert and Ali Satchel to get this up and running in term 1. The P&C extra curricular run events including Netball, Karate and Dance have been very successful giving our children some new skills whilst raising approximately $3k for the school in Term 1.
Building: Thanks to Ali Satchell for working on the designs for extensions to staff room. These were submitted to Maureen in December 2014 who submitted designs to the DET. The P&C is waiting for feedback.

Country Carnival: A terrific event to ‘Welcome’ our families and enjoyed by the broader community. Raised $17k which will be allocated at the next P&C meeting in Term 2.

Thanks to everyone who supports the P&C. We have had a good start to the year and we are in a good position to start identifying new projects to invest in for Term 2.

Principals Report
New Staff: Busy start to the year with approximately 10 new teachers
Mentoring program: Margaret Nay has been assigned to mentor the new staff. The Principal and AP’s support Margaret.

Playground: is under review considering increase in students. The priority is supervision and the organization of the playground area. The playground review is in collaboration with the anti bullying plan. There are potential problem areas in the playground such as the two side areas and the top playground mean that additional staff may be required to oversee playground activities. Generally part of a wider student welfare program. Student welfare has been prioritized due to student growth and the fact that there were some incidents noted in term 4 of 2014. The Library is proving to be a very popular lunchtime area.

Student behavior: issues are discussed at the Teachers Tuesday morning learning and support meeting. At the Teachers Wednesday Admin meeting Teachers discuss student welfare and the playground environment.

Music: is now on offer from students K–6. Music teacher is on 2 days per week.
Mandarin: is alternating semesters between different years.
Yoga: is offered across all years.

Technology: We are offering access to 20 x iPads and 10 x iPad mini’s (specifically for K-2) for student learning in the library. The Interactive white board for the 3rd demountable the P&C purchased has arrived and is currently being installed by Tom Styles. Recent lightning strikes damaged the computers in the demountable and are currently being replaced.

Educational focus is on Numeracy and Literacy, Wellbeing, Community

Kids Matter - Sponsored by Beyond Blue is a new initiative being undertaken in Term 2. Focus is on building resilience and promoting mental health. This is a three-year program. Content relating to kids matter will be distributed via the newsletter.

Visiting Therapists: External therapists who attend the school must have Principals clearance and can only operate in 3 formal spaces within the school. To enquire as to which external therapist is providing support for certain students please contact school counselor, Karla or Maureen.

Toilets: The DET has agreed to invest $25k in upgrading the K-2 toilets.
This includes internal painting, re-grout, new doors and new gate. This does not include a hand drying solution. This upgrade will take place over the Easter holidays. The school has applied for a ‘capital works grant application for the 3-6 toilets. Timing unknown. It was noted that the DET believes our school toilets are of a high standard. Parents of female students going through puberty have been advised students are welcome to use the teacher’s bathrooms.

Parent teacher interviews note sent home 17th March and need to be booked online. Harmony Day on Thursday the 19th and World Down Syndrome Day on Friday the 20th. Easter Parade and Bilby Picnic to take place in last week of term. Film Festival: David Todd (year 6 teacher and AP) is organising a film festival for Term 4, suggested to be at the Randwick Ritz. There is an opportunity for the P&C to do some fundraising around this event.

Country Carnival: Thank you to all parents for their contribution. Pedestrian Safety: Thank you to Nicki Veale for her leadership in keeping our kids safe. School Plan Maureen to present the School Plan to parents at the start of Term 2.

PARENTS RAISED THE FOLLOWING QUERIES:

Some parents advised that they have not received reading logbooks / folders. Action: Karla Aspden to investigate and respond.

Parents requested more information regarding the SAKG levy in the ‘school contribution’ as to whether the K-2 actually use the garden and why are we fundraising for the SAKG if we contribute a levy. Karla advised that they do use the SAKG.

Parent questioned $80 levy in year 3’s ‘school contribution’ Maureen responded this is part of the ICAS numeracy and literacy exam as part of the UNSW.

Parents enquired about the costs for ground levy, gymnastics, music teacher etc. Overall increase of ‘school contribution’ is 35% for some years, year on year.

Action: Any parents with queries to direct feedback to Maureen. Maureen to explain breakdown of cost when presenting school plan in term 2.

Maureen agreed to publish the Music curriculum in the VPS newsletter so parents can observe the outcomes we are looking to achieve through the music curriculum.

Parents asked when the K-2 classes would receive the P&C $10,000 worth of readers ordered in January 2014. 25% of books have been received. Action: Maureen to advise P&C President when 100% of books are received before P&C allocate further funds to readers.

Parents raised the disappointing new process to order books via LJ Harper. Maureen agreed process failed and the school will not be using LJ Harper again.

A Class Parent provided feedback that it is difficult at times to distribute information to parents when information is received only one day before or in the evening prior as not always on email.
**Toilet Blocks**
P&C have agreed to purchase 2 hand dryers for K-2 toilets to be installed in Term 2. P&C will also work towards ensuring the children respect the facilities and aim to keep them as clean as possible, and understand how to maintain them. It was noted that the soap provided by Parents Ange and Joe Davids over recent years will eventually cease and the Government will provide soap for all toilets.

**Country Carnival & Fundraising**
The Country Carnival was a great success and all those that donated items will be formally thanked via a letter from the P&C. The organizing team has compiled all learning’s and distributed to the P&C Executive to keep on file for next event.

Sam Peters (Treasurer) observed that class parents have been under considerable pressure in Term 1 and was concerned that the P&C doesn’t want to overwhelm the class parents with more and more expectations and responsibilities. P&C President suggested the P&C distribute a summary of how P&C funds have been distributed over the past 18months before we decide how to allocate funds in Term 2. In Term 2 the P&C will invite all parents to nominate 5 things parents would like to see funds spent on at VPS in 2015. With the School Voluntary Contribution being distributed end of Term 1 if there is a fundraiser in Term 2 it will be ‘light’ eg Walkathon.

**SAKG & Canteen**
P&C President requested that a representative from the P&C needs to be invited to be attend the SAKG Committee as the P&C contribute significant costs to this program and needs to understand the operating costs. Karla Apsden mentioned that “At Bondi, there was no levy for the garden and it was enormously intensive in fundraising around the garden”. Treasurer Sam Peters advised most of the P&C contribution is spent on salaries, materials for garden and kitchen supplies. Some additional equipment expenditure has been spent. All funds relating to SAKG are quarantined via different accounts that are exclusive to the SAKG.

Ange from SAKG observed that the nutritional standard of the Canteen food does not reflect what we teach in the SAKG program. Ange shared some examples of foods from the Byron Bay Company that could be considered. P&C Representative, Ange and Maureen to meet with Justin to provide feedback.
Clothing Pool

Stock-take taking place on Monday 23 March.

Winter school uniform kicks in after Easter however Maureen stated that VPS is flexible with uniform and students are welcome to continue wearing their summer uniforms. Sam Peters suggested that there is a sub committee to assist made of Ian, Sarah and Michelle. Sam advised that there will be a reconciliation and repatriation of profits post the stock-take. A new delivery has arrived which was not ordered. Sam to follow up with Clothing Pool.

Cash register continues to pose difficulties.

Building

Ali advised that a submission has gone in to the department for the building of the stairs/stage.

President acknowledge the Satchell and Still families who have offered to cover the costs for the architectural plans and drawings. These drawings will assist the P&C to achieve our fundraising targets for the buildings/landscaping.

Maureen advised that the DET have suggested that the works will be approved by the end of the term. This is subject to the current stakeholder within the DET.

Maureen advised that she has submitted an application for an outdoor shade over the top soccer field/playground as a solution instead of a lift. This is designed to be a permanent outdoor structure.

Maureen advised that this application came about when the DET visited the school to review installing a new fence. At that time, Maureen had the opportunity to discuss the solution to the Lift application with the DET. The representative from the DET suggested a solution to installing a lift was potentially turning the soccer field into an outdoor hall by installing a permanent structure roof.

Maureen confirmed that there is also a lift application with the department that is ongoing.

Maureen confirmed that George Palmer has a contract with the school and is paid by the school as a level 5, qualified Arborist.

George Palmer has requested that the concrete seating around the tree in the primary playground be extended by 600mm as the tree roots are splitting the concrete.

Ali Satchell discussed the soccer field seating and landscaping plan that also includes restoring the cricket nets behind the soccer field.

Ali noted that this is a cornerstone fund raising project that is a core part of our fund raising activities.

Ali noted that given the advanced stage of the plans and drawings (almost at quote stage) that we need to have a cohesive plan with the school itself before we can embark on the fund raising plan.

Currently we are waiting for DET approval on a number of points before we can decide.

We are waiting on the school's infrastructure plan from Maureen which will
form part of the School Plan 2015-17 to be presented in Term 2.

**VPS / Watson’s Bay partnership proposal**
Steph advised that the Watons Bay hotel is keen to continue to work with the P&C in 2015. Following a recent meeting with the Watsons Bay Hotel they have agreed to increase the donation from $1,700 to $4,000 of funds raised from the 2014 Christmas Carols event.

The P&C have advised the Watsons Bay Hotel we are looking to do our Christmas Carols in Robertson Park and keen to work with local businesses, the council and the Navy. The P&C is considering a strategic partnership proposed to commit to a 3-year ($20k across 3 year commitment to VPS) deal around the P&C holding 2 events per year with associated costs. A parent suggested there should be some consideration around fixed pricing on VPS events so that we can protect the VPS profit.

Kids dinners will continue however the Watsons Bay Hotel has agreed that kids eat free on Wednesday nights during the winter months.

**Treasurer’s Report**
Treasurer Sam Peters noted previous report was 28 November 2014.

**Current Financial Status:** Commenced Year with $83k at bank. Current balance Term 1 appx $100k at bank – taking payments into account. Accounts are grouped into 3 major categories: General accounts, SAKG, and Building Fund

**DRAFT for plan 2015:** Opportunities to Raise – split across account categories.
- Opportunities to Spend – split across account categories inline with the raising activity.

Estimate of income based on fundraising plans ($31k), extra curricular (Term 1 dance and netball appx $6k net profit), events and clothing pool.

SAKG not contributing to P&C profit but is self-funding and sectioned off.

Total estimate currently tracking at: appx $60k

Possible additional money from Department grants.

Current commitments / spending - $26,300.

SAKG – Committed $9,300 – suppliers each term + the shortfall.

Probability that we will need to raise around $85k to deliver on projects.

**Allocation of P&C Funds:**
Consultation with the school parents around where the areas of spending are. P&C will hold a vote for spending.

Propose that we put proposed spending into categories to assist parents in understanding and deciding on expectations and areas of spending.

Top 5 from 2014 Survey was academic expenditure.

*The VPS P&C Wishes Everyone a Happy Holidays*
Shakespeare by the Bay

COMING TO
ROBERTSON PARK
WATSONS BAY

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
Bard on the Beach

A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM, APRIL 2015

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM WWW.WATSONSBAYBOUTIQUEHOTEL.COM.AU/WHATS-ON

@WATSONSBAYBOUTIQUEHOTEL ★★★ #SHAKESPEAREBYTHEBAY